AcceptEmail
on safety and usability

Paying bills the easy way.

Safety and usability are key
AcceptEmail adheres to a strict security policy and uses the most advanced technology
in the world. This allows businesses to safely send digital invoices and customers to
quickly pay. All by email! Smartpix technology in the email’s payment bar enables both
parties to check the status of the payment. The dynamic bar prevents people from
making double payments. For added security, the bar is digitally signed and receives
information through a separate, high security connection.

Unique and one-off
Every AcceptEmail is unique, and generated only once. Every AcceptEmail contains
a secure payment bar that cannot be altered by customers. As soon as people click
on the payment bar in the email, they land on a SSL secured and unique Internet
transaction page. The URL of this transaction page always starts with https://transaction.
acceptemail.com/

Encryption
To shield the data exchange from unwanted viewers during transactions, AcceptEmail
uses encryption, or encoding the data with a Secure Socket Layer or SSL connection.
The lock icon appearing in the status bar of your browser confirms to the viewer that it is
a secure website. When you click on this icon, you’ll see more information about security
providers, type and levels. To guarantee security, AcceptEmail transaction connections
are 256-bits encrypted, with a 2048-bits encrypted certificate, using an Extended
Validation certificate – so you are assured that our corporate data have been checked by
the Certificate Authority.

Personal account
When you begin receiving AcceptEmails, you can create a secure personal account, free
of charge – for access to all AcceptEmails received. When in doubt about the authenticity
of an incoming email, you can always confirm it using their secure personal account.
AcceptEmails in the account can be re-sent to the registered email account, so you
never need to worry about accidentally deleting anything from your inbox. And you
always have access to proof of payment.

Paying bills the easy way.

Confidential information
To use an AcceptMail, you don’t need to enter any confidential information or account
numbers. Just choose your bank, and complete the payment using their bank’s secure
online environment. For greater protection, AcceptEmail has no access to this secure
environment.

System security
AcceptEmail offers professional services based on an extensive SLA (Service Level
Agreement). Our platform is hosted by an ISAE3402 audited / ISO 27001 certified
hosting partner, specialized in mission critical transaction handling. This hosting
partner accommodates systems that handle a large percentage of all transactions in
the Netherlands. The system operates behind very strict double firewalls, is continually
monitored, and was set up to function completely redundantly.
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